Personalized URL project specs

USER MANUAL
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(dealer_logo).jpg

(dealer_logo)_image.jpg

(dealer_logo)_2.jpg

Landing page is driven by the Personalized URL that
pulls data from 2 other tables: Dealer info and Offer info. The dealer and offer IDs are coded into the
PURL table so that it pulls that information when the
Personalized landing page is hit. Images are formatted
by the naming convention above.

Additional form requests can be added in the offer
table (up to four); otherwise, the form will gather
first name, last name, phone and email (phone is not
required). Other data (such as address, date, etc.) are
captured behind the scenes.
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Utilizing this proceedure gives a lot of flexibility
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To add dealer, go to
http://208.112.96.135/H/add_dealer.asp.

Images will automatically resize, but be careful not to make
images larger than 800 pixels wide.

Please fill in all the information exactly as you wish it to
appear. User name and password is used for admin lookup;
you’ll need to pass this off to the dealer.

Click the “Upload jpg” link to upload your images. (Use
correct naming conventions.)
If you need to modify dealer info, click on the number in
the “click to modify” column at the bottom of the page (see
example above).

Dealer_logo field is used to name the images that appear on
the landing page.
1. (dealer_logo).jpg is used for header image.
2. (dealer_logo)_image.jpg is used for secondary image.
3. (dealer_logo)_2.jpg is used for the footer image.

To add the offer, click the (Offer) link at the top of the
page.
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To add Offer, click on Offer link, or go to
http://208.112.96.135/H/add_offer.asp.

Offer_voucher_txt displays on the voucher (after someone
opts in).

Please fill in all the information exactly as you wish it to
appear.

Voucher Image is 600 x 250 pixels.

Offer_code is only used to easily identify offer.

Offer_amount displays on voucher as well. Disclaimer
displays in bottom right hand corner of voucher.

Offer_Txt_1 is the text that is put into the page below the
dealer info (shown in red). This can be formatted with html
tags to change appearance, put in line breaks, etc.

If you need to modify offer info, click on the number in the
“Offer_ID” column at the bottom of the page (see example
above).

Offer_Extra_1 thru 4 are to identify additional fields that
are needed for this offer. Standard fields include first and
last name, phone, and email (phone is not required). Example on page 2 shows “Year” in Offer_Extra_1, “Make”
in Offer_Extra_2, and “Model” in Offer_Extra_3. If these
fields are left blank, nothing is displayed on landing page.

To proof a dealer/offer combo, select the corresponding
pulldown from top of page and press submit. If images
or text need to be changed, select the “modify dealer” or
“modify offer” at bottom of page
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Voucher page-After someone gives some of their
information, they receive a page that
displays a voucher. Voucher is driven
by the opt in, so updated info is displayed. The voucher text is highlighted
with dashed box above.

The are encouraged to print out the
voucher and bring into the dealer.
By clicking on the directions link
(above), they can print out a Googlemap directions to the dealer.
A link to the dealer’s web site is displayed.
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pURLs drive everything...

Excel spreadsheet

then de-duped against itself and the master PURL file
(maintained by PMi).

The list is appended with Dealer_ID_PURL (dealer
code) and Mailer_ID_PURL (offer code). The PURL
field is created by combining first and last name, and

The date should also be appended to the file to aid in
data clean up in the future.

ed from the web site in order to maintain the integrity
of information that has been added.
After the downloaded file is opened, go to File: Get
External Data: Import. (Note: if field names do not
match Access, file will not import correctly). The wizard will walk you thru it-- check “first row contains
column headings”; use existing table “PURL_list”.

Access Database

After successful import, delete old records (if needed)
and upload “Hitman_purl.mbd” to web page.

In order for the pURL to work on the web, the data
must be added to the Access Database. This should be
done at a time when it is unlikely that someone would
try to opt in, as the entire database must be download-

Test landing page with new record.
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Admin back end
Once someone opts in,
two emails are sent: one
to the dealer, and one to
the person who opted
in. One is a “thanks, and
we’ll be in touch shortly”
and the other let’s the
dealer know to check
their admin page.
Each dealer will need to get a link that will
work for their opt-ins. The format is as follows: http://208.112.96.135/H/hitman_admin_dealer.asp?opt_dealerID=(insert dealer_ID here). For instance, for Texas Used Car
Outlet, dealer_ID = ‘1’, so their link is:
http://208.112.96.135/H/hitman_admin_dealer.asp?opt_dealerID=1

That link pulls up the dealer’s opt in
page (it will only show opt ins for
their dealership).
To see all opt ins for all dealerships,
go to:
http://208.112.96.135/H/hitman_admin_dealer_all.asp
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Google analytics has bee set up for the pURL page.
Extensive information is accumulated from this site.
For more information about how you can use this,
please contact Scott Bronstad at 832-201-2024.
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Appendix I: Optimize for Web

Three steps are needed to optimize images for web.
Step One: open photoshop file and manipulate until happy.
Step Two: resize. Go to Image: Image size. Resize to pixel width of
800 or less, and resolution of 72. You may need to check “Resample
Image:”
Step Three: Go to File: Save for Web & Devices. This will open up
a special dialogue box (see next page)
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You’ll select JPEG from format. Usually, a setting
of “Medium” or “Small” works fine. If it looks too
“blocky”, bump up the Quality (higher numbers give
you more quality, but the image sizes can add up
quickly).
The file image size will display in the bottom left corner. Try to keep file sizes below 30K (smaller equals
faster).
When you’re happy with the image quality and size,
click the blue “Save” button. Another screen will
pop up that allows you to change the file name and
location. The name will default to what you saved
it, excpet without any spaces (replaced by “_”); this
is important for web pages to display the image correctly.

Remember, the Dealer logo field (from add dealer page or

modify dealer page) is used to name the images that appear
on the landing page.
1. (dealer_logo).jpg is used for header image.
2. (dealer_logo)_image.jpg is used for secondary image.
3. (dealer_logo)_2.jpg is used for the footer image.
Rename your files accordinly. The voucher image can be
named whatever you wish, and you can use an existing
voucher image; use the same name as before.
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